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1 Abstract
With the use of touch-screen enabled interfaces, came a new era for in-car 
interactions  Sadly, no technology comes without drawbacks, in this case the 
demand of visual attention, which is desperately needed to operate the vehicle in a 
safe manner  The main motivation for this project is finding a way to bring the sense 
of touch back to interfaces while retaining the flexibility that touch-screens have 
introduced 

The collaborating partner for this project was Icon Incar, who also supported it in 
many ways  The research phase of this project has been carried out at the company 
HQ in Berlin  This included feedback sessions at the company, reading research 
papers on haptics and automotive interfaces, talking to experts in the field of haptics 
and the facilitation of a workshop  The research helped to confirm the initial 
problem statement and helped to form ideas in the ideation stage, of which there 
were many 

Those ideas were a mixture of technologies and sensing abilities that went far 
beyond the initial problem statement in order keep a brother scope  There were 
many feedback session, with different people, which were necessary to weed out the 
bad ideas and keep the viable ones for testing  While building and testing the first 
prototypes, there was simultaneously a quest going on to find a solution for fully 
actuated and shape shifting displays, something that has not been done before  
While coming up with dozens of possible technical solutions, the fact was 
overlooked that none of them would provide a good experience (except some far 
fetched futuristic granular systems)  As it turns out, actuating the display itself would 
not cause any problems, but manipulating the actuation would, because it would not 
give the best experience  Manipulating actuated button would work and feel just 
fine, but sliders and knobs - whenever the finger has to move over a surface - would 
feel unnatural  After more analysis, I found that there is not one technology yet, that 
could stimulate all the different properties a human being can feel with the sense of 
touch  Therefor, there have to be many technologies working together to provide 
the best possible experience 

More than a dozen haptic prototypes have been built and tested to help the users 
perform various tasks blindly  Those ranged from controlling the climate, scrolling 
throughout lists, identifying functions and getting feedback for selected options  
Many of the ideas did not work out as expected and were discontinued after the 
haptic testing, which was a vital part of the process  The working ideas were then 
combined into a larger concept 

To simplify the interface even more, a general list of features was thoroughly studied 
so that functions could be simplified, combined or discarded  Drivers and car dealers 
have been interviewed to understand what the most commonly used functions are  

The analysis of existing interfaces has shown that there is currently only one 
function and type of information provided at any time  This means that the driver 
can not see directions while changing the music, for example  The concept layout 
will, therefore, provide information about all the basic functions (climate control, 
navigation, music and phone) where one function shows all information and 
others only the basics  To avoid visual clutter and ensure quick recognition, graphic 
elements have been distilled to their essential forms while still retaining a sense of 
visual pleasure 

To identify, differentiate between and set climate control, the knob for heating 
would change its temperature, the ventilation knob blow air at the set speed and 
the air flow direction knob would tilt in the set direction  While the volume knob 
would react to the beat of the music  With the help of microfluidics, active buttons 
would pop out of the screen and can be identified by their shapes  When activating 
those shape shifting buttons, the driver would feel feedback, similar to the one of real 
buttons, provided by an actuator at the back of the display 

The combination of all listed solutions would provide simpler interactions and help 
the drivers to keep their focus on the road  This would in turn make driving a better 
and safer experience 
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2 Introduction
The focus of this project is bringing back the haptic feedback to car interfaces that 
touch-screens have taken away, without limiting the flexibility they have introduced  
The secondary task of this project is about distributing some information away from 
the overloaded visual channel to the sense of touch  I have not been fond of car 
manufacturers putting touch-screens into their dashboard to control infotainment 
functions  But at least the most common functions still had physical knobs and 
buttons  Then Tesla Motors came along and introduced touch-screen only 
interactions and sold this as a feature  Since Tesla Motors is currently considered 
a trend setter in the automotive industry, it is just a matter of time when other 
manufacturers will follow  I am not saying that we should go back to buttons, but 
something must be done about bringing haptic feedback back to car interfaces, where 
glance time is much more critical, in comparison to mobile devices  To my luck, 
Icon Incar, an automotive design consultancy from Berlin, has a similar view and has 
decided to support me in my project 

The sense of vision is still the most important source of information, but it is getting 
a bit overloaded, especially in cars  The sense of touch, on the other hand, has been 
reduced to touching pictures under glass  But there is so much more that we can 
manipulate, experience and feel with the sense of touch - pressure, texture, shape, 
heat - to name only a few  It is the only sense that can manipulate the world while 
exploring it; the first sense that living organism developed, and the last one to 
fade when we are gone  It is time that we put a bit more attention into developing 
interfaces for it (Victor, 2011) 

As far as users of my new wonderful invention goes, I am focusing on young adults 
between the ages 25 and 35 years because they are more tech-savvy and easier to get 
hold of for testing  But there will be no limiting factors, which would prohibit other 
user groups from benefiting from a better interface 

A brief history

The first interfaces for cars were very complicated to use and their main function 
was to keep the vehicle on the road and running  Once those got a bit easier to 
operate, new features were introduced, for example blinkers, windshield wipers, 
climate control, then radio and cassette players  But the big explosion of features 
came with the “transistorisation”, which allowed for even more measurements 
and adjustments  It started becoming a problem though, when dashboards started 
running out of space for even more button for each new feature  Since the number 
of features is a great selling point, automotive manufacturers turned to touch-
screens  Now there is virtually no limit to the number of features a vehicle can have  
This might be an oversimplified attempt to show the last 100 years of automotive 
interface development, but it is enough to give the reader a sense of how things 
evolved (The Verge, 2013) 
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3 Method
For the research phase of the project, I relocated to Berlin for a month to work at 
Icon Incar  This enabled me to get an inside look at the workings of the automotive 
industry and made it much easier to ask questions and get feedback right away 
[Appendix 0]  It was also nice to get the companies’ view on the problems that I am 
trying to solve and the existing solutions in that field 

Guidelines and research papers

The very first thing I did in the process was reading the European recommendations 
guidelines on safe and efficient in-vehicle information and communication systems 
(Commission of the European Communities, 2006)  But to my disappointment they 
were merely stating obvious things, which fall into the commons sense category  
Here are just two examples, but there are more in the Appendix 1:

•	 The system does not distract or visually entertain the driver 
•	 No part of the system should obstruct the driver’s view of the road scene 

The task that took the most time during my research phase was reading through the 

proceedings of the AutomotiveUI conference of the last four years  I read through 
abstracts of all the main proceedings to find the most relevant ones in my problem 
area and to study them in depth  I did all this to make sure I had the best possible 
knowledge about the problem area, to see what has already been done, what works 
and what does not  All in all, I read through 30 papers from that conference  Titles 
for some of the more interesting ones can be found in the Appendix 2 

Learning about haptics

For learning about haptics,  I tried to rely on talking to people from that field instead 
of reading through a huge amount of papers about it since their experience proved to 
be more useful than cold facts  Camille Moussette and his PhD thesis proved to be a 
great resource of useful knowledge about haptics  He also provided me with a lot of 
literature about haptics, together with tips and tricks on prototyping and provided 
feedback throughout the project (Moussette, 2012) 

At Icon Incar,  I got introduced to Aaron Day  He is a sound designer who worked 
with the company before and also knew a lot about haptics  We had a quick but 
interesting chat  He explained how visuals, audio and haptics have to work together 
over time in order to form a good user experience and pointed out that the major 
issues are timing and synchronization 

  1    Diagram of research topics

  2    Diagram of what good UX should be, adopted after a sketch by Aaron Day
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I came in contact with Erin Ramsay at Immersion with whom I had a chat about 
haptics and the attitude of the automotive industry towards them  With his college 
Mike Greenish, but with him we discussed issues in serial production and numbers 
for the quality of haptics (frequencies, response times, distances)  I was not as much 
interested in the exact numbers as I was in the approximate scales and ranges, 
because I knew that I was not going to be precise with the prototypes I was going 
to build  Immersion also sent me their development kit, but it arrived so late in the 
project that I was unable to use it in my concept 

Being in Berlin had another advantage  I was close to people of interest that I could 
talk to  One of them was Fabian Hemmert, who is doing his PhD in haptics at 
Berlin University of the Arts  He told me to look into haptics that are specific to 
in-car interactions, things that we forget to pay attention to, use haptics for ambient 
and unintrusive information displays, do something with seat belts and convey to 
the driver how much control he or she has over the vehicle - now that automated 
systems are taking over  Afterwards, I went to the Hasso Plattner Institute (HMI 
department) to see what they are working on and to get inspired  They were very 
friendly and showed me around their offices  We also had a short brainstorming 
session about the ideas I already had  In both visits,  I have learned that there is no 
silver bullet, no magic technology that is going to solve my problem statement, yet 

Drivers and dealers

To figure out what people actually want and need while driving, I spoke to a few 
younger people with driving experience and salesmen at different car dealerships  I 
had a chat with people between the are of 25 and 35 about what distracts them while 
driving, what information they look at and what things they interact with the most  
Things they look at the most in the instrument cluster are current speed, fuel, range 
and fuel consumption  Not in the cluster are time, inside and outside temperature  
Functions they interact with are music, radio, climate control, navigation and phone 

Yet another benefit of being in Berlin was that there are many car dealerships close 
by that I could visit  I went there with the intention to try out a few interfaces and to 
talk to the salesmen  I asked the salesmen what potential buyers actually ask for when 
buying a new car besides the general questions  What most of them want are built 
in navigation and hands-free calling  It is rare that someone asks about all the fancy 
options and functions car manufacturers are trying to sell 

Lists

I also made many lists, which came in very handy  One of the more comprehensive 
ones included all existing technologies that enable display actuation  I made this 
list to get a sense of what has already been done, and what the advantages and 
disadvantages of any of them are [Images in Appendix 3]: 

•	 Micro-fluidics    (Tactus)
•	 Mechanical vibrations - piezoelectric  (EPFL)
•	 Reverse-Electrovibration  (Revel, Disney Research)
•	 Electrostatic vibration    (Senseg Tixel)
•	 Electromagnetism    (FingerFlux)
•	 Physical nudge    (NEC)
•	 Shape Shifting    (Carnegie Mellon)
•	 Linear Resonant Actuator   (Immersion)
•	 Surface Actuation    (Pacinian)
•	 UV Shape Polymer    (Microsoft)
•	 3D tilting displays    (University of Bristol)
•	 Moving pixels    (Disney Research)
•	 Sliding surface    (HPI Potsdam)
•	 Clip-on buttons    (National Taiwan University)
•	 Extending the Touchscreen   (Michael Knuepfel, ITP)
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I did not want to limit myself by the technologies that have been used so far and 
decided to make my own list of as many the sensors and actuators as I could think of  
I focused on the ones that would be available to me during the project [Appendix 4] 

Yet another list contained everything that humans are capable of sensing through 
touch  The haptic modality is composed of two sensory channels: Touch (sensations 
related to skin stimulation) and Kinesthesia and proprioception (sensations related to 
the position of the body and to forces and displacements inside tendons, muscles and
articulations)  More information about haptics in Appendix 5 

Tactile properties: Kinesthetic properties:

Hardness  Force
Texture   Torque
Shape   Movement
Temperature  Relative position
Pain   Angle
Position
Angle
Weight
Volume
Exact shape
Air flow

Frank Hauschild, my “supervisor” at Icon Incar, prepared a generic feature map of 
the most common functions for me [Appendix 6]  This map was very useful when 
deciding on the interface itself, which features to include, combine, replace or ignore 

The Workshop

To be honest, I am not a  fan of workshops  In my experience,  they have never 
yielded any good results  But it would have been a shame not to take advantage of 
having a bunch of creative people, who are interested in the research topic  Therefor, 
I decided to make a small workshop with a couple of people at Icon Incar 

More people turned up than expected, and this has made it a lively activity where no 
one needed additional motivation to participate  The first task was for warming-up, 
where the participants had to discuss exciting future technologies in their groups  
The question for the second task was “What would you like to experience through 
the sense of touch in everyday life?” Since the workshop was supposed to be only one 
hour long and the presentations after each task took a long time, there were only 
three tasks in total  The third task was to come up with car interface for the future  
They could be haptic, but did not need to be  I was not expecting “the big idea” that 
would solve everything, but I got what I expected, a lot of good ideas that pushed me 
in the right direction  There is a detailed text about the workshop in Appendix 7 

Exploratory procedures, Lederman & Klatzky (1987)      3

  4     Workshop in progress
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Problem analysis

Since I already started with a problem statement, I did not spend so much time 
looking for design opportunities  Therefore, I could focus more on confirming the 
problem statement, researching the fields of haptics, learning about the automotive 
industry and begin looking for possible solutions 

The thing I noticed in all the existing interfaces and research proposals is that they 
rely either on recognition or  recall  This means that the interaction demands either 
visual or cognitive attention from the driver  But in the ideal case it should be none  I 
will try to make an interface like that  There is more about this topic in Appendix 8 

A lot of times when I mentioned what I was trying to accomplish I was asked why 
not use voice control? First of all it is no way close to being accurate enough and 
therefore useful  It is a cognitive distraction because it makes the driver think about 
how to say things and talk like a robot, instead of making the interaction more 
human  The problem is that language is messy, and machines can not understand 
that just yet  There are also problems with noise, dialects, accents and speech 
impediments  A few systems that work “ok“, but scaling them to all markets and 
languages will not pay off  I am not saying that this will never work, but it will 
become useful around the time when self driving cars hit 50% market share and then 
it will not matter that much anymore 

During the research phase,  I also found out the reasons why car interfaces are not as 
good as they could be  I wrote up a brief rant that can be found in Appendix 9 

Conclusions of the problem analysis

The problem statement I started with remained the same, it only got confirmed 
many times over  The amount of research currently being done in that direction 
is proof enough that I am working on a “hot” topic  I also heard that there are new 
regulations about glance time in preparation, which are going to be much more 
strict (Heinrich, 2012)  Touch-screens are not the safest or the most efficient way 

of interacting with in-car interfaces  Drivers have to rely on their sense of touch 
to operate the basic functionality in a safe way  But there has to be caution applied 
when creating haptic systems  Every input has to be easily identifiable, does not have 
to be learned and has to be clearly distinguishable  All these precautions are necessary 
to ensure that the cognitive attention is kept at a minimum 

Goals and Wishes (Design Attributes)

Goals

My goal is to make driving safer by bringing back the sense of touch into operating 
car interfaces, which has been lost with the introduction of touch-screens  But I want 
to accomplish this by keeping the flexibility that touch-screens have introduces  It 
would be hard to convince someone to implement an interface that has less flexibility 
only because it is safer to use  In that case, interfaces could just revert to buttons and 
knobs 

The ultimate goal is to make the interface so that the driver can operate it without 
having to look at the screen at all, or at least keep the glance time close to the ones 
for non-touch-screen interfaces 

Wishes

I have not been fond of touch-screens from their introduction into mobile phones 
and waited very long before getting one, only because of the lack of haptic feedback  
Ever since, I was thinking about how to bring haptics back to touch-screens 

My wish for this project is to come up with a completely new way of display 
actuation because the technologies today do a bad job at this  My second wish is 
to spend as much time as possible building and testing new haptic actuations and 
feedbacks, just because I love to build things 
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4 Results 
Inspiration

Most of the inspiration, at this point in the project, was less visual and more centred 
around sensors, actuators and mechanisms  I tried to collect as many unusual 
and novel technologies as possible, to inspire me and get me thinking about new 
possibilities  Here are just a few of them   

1  Lumen - Tactile display, 2  Shape-shifting furniture, 3  Self folding material, 
4  Cryoscope, 5  Flexible projections, 6  Mobile “Kinect“, 7  Shape-shifting display, 
8  Mobile phone for the blind,  9  Flexible OLED screen, 10  Tactile remote control 

1

3 4

5

7

9

8

6

10

2Fujii, M  (2004)

Godshaw, R  (2012) Washington Post (2013) Weil, A  (2013)

Roudaut, A  (2013)Hiemann, T  (2012) Lau, P  (2013)

PrimerSense (2013)

Harvard University and MIT (2010) 

Hilsing, S  (2009)
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Ambient haptic displays

When using the navigation, every driver looks at the navigation screen more often 
than necessary, just to make sure he or she will not miss the next turn, although that 
location is still kilometres away  What if, a more ambient haptic display, could be 
used to convey this information  It could be built into the steering wheel, or the seat 
since those are the objects that the body is in constant contact with while driving  
There were already experiments done in this direction with vibrating seats and belts, 
but I would like to focus more on shape changing haptics  Besides navigation,  I was 
also thinking that this could replace beeping parking sensors and maybe even make 
the driver “feel” the course of the road ahead 

After a few of quick mock-ups,  I realised why this would not work  First of all, the 
human brain is “blind“ to slow changes  They have to happen quick, in order to be 
noticed  Second, the sense of touch is relative  The direction, at which we perceive 
an object to be pointing at, has two components - the actual direction of the object 
and the angle of approach - especially if there is no visual information to adjust 
for the misinterpretation  Last but not least, although the sense of touch is really 
powerful, the information bandwidth is very low  I tested, how much information 
can be processed and interpreted by the brain, with a simple experiment  I tracked 
how many touch points can we feel and distinguish on the forearm  The answer is 
3-4 if all of them create the same amount of pressure  If one is pressing a bit harder, 
then only this touch-point will be recognised 

Ideas and Concepts

This project was long enough to come up with lots of ideas, concepts and notions  
Because nobody cares about all of them, I will write only about the ones that 
influenced the project directly and try to do so in the most concise way possible  All 
the other ideas that might also be useful are in Appendix 10, but this does not mean 
they are not good 

Climate control feedback

One of the things that I found out in research it that direct 
feedback matters a lot, but for things like climate control 
that is not possible, because it takes some time for the 
changes to take effect  How about putting a small fan into 
the fan control knob itself, which can spin-up much faster 
than the car ventilation system, which takes about two 
seconds to respond  While we are at it, the temperature 
knob could also “display” the desired temperature by heating 
up or cooling down since the temperature changes respond 
even slower than ventilation 

“Look at the road“ warning

It is not difficult for the car computer to know how much attention is being put into 
operating the infotainment system, even without eye-tracking  If to many operations 
are triggered in a very short period of time, this can only mean that the driver has 
been looking at the screen  The system could  show a warning then, to let the driver 
know that he or she should look back at the road  It has happened to all of us that we 
get very engaged in a task (i e  finding the right music track) that we forget that we 
are driving  This is a very simple idea that could be easily implemented 
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Real world “snapping”

What if you could find a knob or button, without even glancing away from the road? 
What if your hand would just “snap” to a knob so that you will not have to get lost in 
the spaces in between  This could be achieved by small electrodes on your forearm 
that would make your muscles move in the right direction when a small current is 
applied  I think that most people would not be very happy about a computer system 
taking control over their body, so I tried to reverse the situation  This time the knobs 
and buttons would move to the position of your hand  If it is the wrong one, the user 
would just push it away and get the next one 

Context

Context is  very powerful but often a neglected aspect  Because there is a big 
difference in work load, when the driver is alone on a straight highway, compared to 
approaching a busy intersection  A car is nowadays packed with different sensor, but 
unless it can make some sense of that data, it remains to be a dumb box on wheels 

It is time to put those sensors to good use  If the driver is alone on a highway, more 
settings could be available on the interface  On the other hand, when approaching 
a busy intersection, a warning light that is not important for that situation could be 
turned on after the intersection  Also, incoming calls and other distractions could be 
put on mute/hold, in a situation where a lot of focus is required  Context does not 
have to be limited to the traffic situation alone  There are different mental states for 
each diving intent; it can be daily commuting or travelling to a new destination, each 
requiring different information and asking a different workload from the driver 

HUD and Micro gestures

What if the Heads-up display (HUD) would show more than just the information 
from the instrument cluster? I could show the settings that the driver is currently 
changing in the infotainment system  The HUD could display the symbol of the knob 
that the driver is touching, and values once the knob is being turned  This would 
mean that the driver would never have to take his or her eyes off the road 

Such a system could be used together with location agnostic micro-gestures  This 
means that the driver could change to the next track by a simple gesture (one finger 
swipe to the right) anywhere on the touch-screen  This way the search for location 
specific knobs and buttons (although digital) could be a thing of the past 

Expert mode and restore

Less than 10% of the features in a car are used on  a regular basis  The other 90% are 
used rarely or never, and these are mainly advanced and specific options that get used 
only by users who have the time or need to understand them  But those options are 
still in all the menus, making it hard for everyone who only uses  the most common 
features  Would not it be nice if there would be a hidden physical switch (so it does 
not get enabled by accident), which would turn on or off all the advanced settings 
and features? This would make the use much easier  and give a sense of achievement 
to the people, who use it 

The main reason why users do not explore an interface and play around with settings 
is that they are afraid they will mess something up, and this is true for any device, 
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not just cars  It would be nice, if there was a “settings recovery” function  This way, 
no matter how much a user messes up the settings, there is always a possibility to go 
back, either 5 minutes, an hour, or a few days 

Display actuation

There are two possible solutions to display actuation  Either the actual source is 
being actuated in space or the area where the source is shining through (or being 
projected on) is being actuated  The problem with a fully actuated source is that no 
one has a clue how to build them, yet  The closest technology, at the moment, are 
flexible OLED displays, but they can only be actuated in one dimension because a 
quite stiff foil is being used as a substrate  But the final frontier here is actuating 
every pixel individually  The main issue is that there are so many of them, hundreds 
of thousands  Moving them in physical space is a completely different story than 
pushing electrons around (to light the pixels) 

The problem with the other solutions it that they can create occlusions or distortions 
of the displayed information  To avoid this as much as possible, the actuation 
mechanism has to be either behind the source or transparent  A few different 
arrangements are possible, but each of them has different downsides:

Back side      Front side

•	 Display   Micro-fluidics
•	 Projector  Transparent actuators  Screen
•	 Magnetic actuators Display    Magnetic actuator
•	 Actuator  Flexible screen   Projector
•	 Display  Optic fiber    Actuator
•	 Display  Optic fiber + actuator  Flexible screen
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Although most of the problems actuated displays are facing at the moment are of a 
technical nature, one has to look beyond that and focus on the experience of use for 
such systems and technologies  Because it makes no sense to develop them if they are 
not going to be used, because of either a marginal improvement in usability, a bad 
experience or other limitations 

Other problems with actuated displays - mentioned in the options above - are the 
limitations in manipulating the actuation  The manipulation in the Z-axis (depth) is 
not problematic (simulated buttons), although it is the main issue trying to be solved 
at the movement  But there is going to be a weird feeling experienced, when trying 
to manipulate the actuated surface in horizontal and vertical direction (simulated 
levers)  To picture it better, try to imagine pushing a coin on the top of a table and 
then put a plastic foil on top of it and try to push it again  This is what it would feel 
like to manipulate objects in the X- and Y-axes on an actuated display  One would 
feel the skin stretch due to the movement on the surface while still “holding” or 
“pushing” the “same” object  In the physical world, the relative position between the 
coin and the finger stays the same, only the position compared to the table changes  
But on an actuated display there would be a change in relative position between 
the finger and the surface of the screen, despite there being no change in relative 
position between the finger and the actuation itself (assuming the actuation refresh 
rate is high enough)  This would hold true for actuated representations of rotating 
knob, sliders, toggle switches and similar  This particular problem can  be solved 
by either finding new interaction paradigms or by completely eliminating surface 
friction 

The first few generations of such technologies will also suffer from the problem 
of the distortion of displayed information  This is especially true for displays that 
are being looked at from an angle; in this example in-car displays  What should 
also be kept in mind are new coordinate system (RGB+XY+Depth) and the loss of 
resolution because of the transition from two to three dimensions 

We are always trying to mimic the world that we know first, before creating 
something completely new  Just look at the style of buttons in interfaces  First we try 
to make them as real as possible so that people can relate to them  But once a concept 
is generally understood, it can be moved forward  Interfaces are now moving away 
from sceumorphism because a flat rectangular shape with text can be recognized as 
a button  Similarly, the first generations of actuated displays will try to mimic real 
world sensations as close as possible before new interaction paradigms will form 
around them, specific and optimized for this technology  This also means that some 
of the concerns I am issuing here will not be problems, once we understand and 
adopt new paradigms  But those things take time and are far beyond the scope of this 
project 

 Real world

 Actuated display
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Building and testing haptic prototypes

Variable ERM

One thing I noticed a while ago is that vibrating motors (or ERMs - eccentric 
rotating mass motors) never produce sharp and exact haptic sensations  This is due 
to their relatively long spin-up and stopping times  Although there are some tricks 
to make them more responsive (running them on lower voltages and on H-bridges), 
this requires a lot of precise calculations and does not yield much better results 

At some point,  I thought if it would be possible to build an ERM that can shift its 
weight off-center and back again while it is still spinning - hence the name Variable 
ERM  Building something small and balanced that requires power supply at the top 
of the motor is to complicated and not worth the effort  The mechanism would 
therefore have to be controlled from the outside without interfering with the 
spinning of the motor  The best way to do this is with magnets 

The first version I built used a bigger electro-motor and a metal ball inside a 
container on top of the motor’s shaft  Above the container was an electro-magnet 
that was supposed to hold the ball in the center, release it into vibration and then 
bring it back to the center again  The problem with this setup was that it was too 
large to work, and the magnet was not strong enough to hold the ball in the center 
for too long, let alone bring it back to the center once it was on the edge  But it was 
useful as a first test because I got to try out different shapes of containers to establish 
which one created the strongest and most precise vibrations  Not surprisingly it was 
the simplest one, that only enabled the ball to travel from the center to the edge 

The next iteration was less than half the size of the first one and used a rare-earth 
magnet instead of a metal ball  But building an even smaller version could be a 
problem, because the laser cutter I used was not precise enough to make pieces, 
which were perfectly balanced  In this iteration,  the electromagnet had no problems 
holding the strong magnet in the center, but could not pull in back enough when 
polarity was reversed on the electromagnet  Instead, it created another type of 
vibration 

 Sketch  Container shapes

 First generation 

 Second generation 
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Heat, fan, direction

I mentioned this idea before, in the concepts, about how to identify knobs and get 
feedback solely through the sense of touch  To test this, I built three knobs that were 
visually identical so that the only cue the tester could get was by touching them  
The first knob changed temperature by turning, the second one blew air by turning, 
and the third one changed direction of air flow by tilting  The third one was most 
problematic because the affordance indicated turning  I was aware of this downside, 
but had to do it this way in order to avoid any bias or other indications, before the 
haptic experience  But once testers knew what it was about, they had no problems 
identifying the direction it was tilted towards 

I depraved the test subjects of their hearing (because of the fan) and told them to 
focus on a point in the distance while they try to figure out the function of each knob 
without any prior knowledge of the prototype  Although all knobs were similar, all 
six test subjects had little or no trouble figuring out their functions, in most cases 
in fractions of a second  There was also a significant correlation between driving 
experience of testers and their understanding and fondness of the concept  Few 
testers suggested that the fan speed and direction could be merged  Although this 
makes sense, it could also add to the complexity if one knob has multiple functions 

 Heat Direction

Fan

 Test setup

 Satisfied tester

 Making of the knobs
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Volume knob

After having the ideas mentioned above, I looked at the feature map and the haptic 
sensory input list and tried to match them  One result of that was the tilt for the 
direction of the ventilation, the other one was the volume knob that reacts to the 
beat of the music  The best way to facilitate such a haptic experience is with a linear 
voice-coil actuator called a Haptuator  The problem with them is that they are 
expensive and hard to get, but fairly simple in their construction  Therefor I decided 
to build one of my own, from a strong magnet, thin copper wire and a small plastic 
cylinder  I made the cylinder into the wanted shape in a lathe, and then turned the 
lathe by hand to wind the coil around it  I got it to work, but only when the coil was 
suspended in my hand, the next step would have been to make a suspension for it, 
but by that time Camille Moussette sent me some of his Haptuators 

In the end,  I decided to use an LRA (linear resonant actuator) to actuate the volume 
knob and drive it like a speaker with a 1 Watt amplifier  The form factor of the 
Haptuator makes it difficult to fit into the volume knob, and because it is way too 
powerful for the job 

Feeling the bass

One of reasons drivers do not hear what is going on in their environment is because 
the music in their cars is too loud  That is because they like to feel and enjoy the bass 
(there are also those who just want to brag with loud music)  I was thinking if it is 
possible to put the bass inside the seat, so that the driver can feel it instead of hearing 
it  I built a couple of test systems with low-pass RC filters and 1 W amplifiers, with 
mixed results 

Shortly afterwards it was brought to my attention that similar systems already exist  
Any sane person would stop here, but I could not until I got it to work  One day I 
got the simplest and most effective idea for an actuator, I attached a small 10 gram 
weight to the 0,5 W speaker  This killed two birds with one stone; more energy was 
converted into motion instead of sound and it additionally reduced unwanted higher 
frequencies  This stubbornness of mine was going to be paid off later in the project 

 DIY haptuator attempt

 Amplifier circuit

 Weighted speaker
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Various actuations

In order to give the best possible haptic feedback for discreet and continuous 
operations on the touch-screen I tested different actuators  For this,  I used a resistive 
touch panel mounted on a piece of 4 mm thick acrylic; all the actuator were attached 
to the back 

The small solenoid gave a truly precise (and loud) knock, which felt reassuring  
The vibrating motor disk had a lot of spin up and spin down time, which made the 
interaction feel disappointing and “mushy”  Even running it a higher voltages did 
not help since it increased the spin down time  A little bit of wizardry with the right 
timing and H-bridges could do the trick, but that is already what Immersion is doing  
The smaller eccentric rotating mass DC motor was much more precise in this respect 
since it could start and stop quicker 

Since I already had a low-pass filter, 1 Watt amplifier and speaker system set up from 
the previous idea, I decided to try something out  I modified the system a bit to make 
it move more mass, eliminate higher frequencies and take more current without 
the cracking sound  When the touch panel registered a click the modified speaker 
played a sound of a button being pressed  This was by far the best haptic feedback 
although it was a bit hard to completely eliminate the auditory output (even with ear 
protection)  But after some thinking, I realised that even with real buttons there is 
always sound that accompanies haptic feedback because it is mechanical vibrations 

This test was so successful that I decided to try the same thing with a Haptuator, 
this time with an 11 Watt amplifier  The Haptuator is really powerful when freely 
suspended, but once attached to a hard object it gives a lot of the vibrational power 
to that object, which then turns it into sound  This test was therefore extremely loud, 
but without the desired haptic effect  After a talk with Camille, I realised that I was 
using it wrong  I should have clamped the vibrating pin to whatever I wanted to 
actuate, but let it vibrate freely  Haptuator

Vibro-motor

Disk motor

Solenoid
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Double solenoid action

Quite late in the project I came up with the idea of connecting two solenoids 
together, facing opposite directions and putting a weight in-between them  This 
gave a particularly strong, fast and precise haptic feedback  These particular 5 V 
solenoids had no problem running at 25 Hz, which is enough for that type of haptics 
while some fine tuning could make them go even faster  Mobile manufacturers are 
trying to give the user the feeling of writing on a small physical keyboard when 
touching the screen  This contraption, in comparison, makes it feel like using a 
typewriter 

Solenoids can get extremely loud, that is why I added some foam on each end, 
and this has made them virtually silent  Since, in this actuation, they do not bang 
against anything as it is usually the case, the foam did not decrease the power of 
the actuation  It might have even smoothened it a bit  The implementation into an 
in-car screen would require the screen to be suspended; on springs, for example  If 
the screen would be attached firmly, all the energy produced would be lost into the 
dashboard  Adding two more solenoids would give this contraption 8 directions of 
movement 

I know this does not concern the topic of my project, but there is a possibility to 
implement this into mobile devices  Instead of using additional weight, the battery 
from the device itself could be used  Since it is the biggest contributor to the weight 
of the device anyway, fairly compact and does not mind being shaken, unlike other 
electronics 

Physical on-screen buttons and knobs

Most ideas about display actuation did not work out quite as expected, because of the 
previously mentioned problems with manipulating the actuation in connection with 
the experience  This could be avoided by putting physical buttons and knobs on the 
display itself and move them around with magnets 

I built a few iterations of different buttons made from 2 mm thick transparent 
acrylic, which was thin enough to still trigger actions on a capacitive touch panel  
Inside the button and behind the display I put a magnet, to be able to move it around 
and put a tiny piece of concave metal underneath the button to simulate  “click” 
feedback  Although the concept worked, it had a few flaws  First is the parallax 
effect, which makes parts of the displayed button invisible  Although it is possible 
to compensate for it, but only for one viewing angle  This means that the passenger 
would have an even worse experience  Parts of the button would have to house the 
magnets and would therefore have to be covered, which would obstruct the display  
But the biggest problem would be the sheer number of those buttons moving 
around the display when rearranging for new layouts or functions, which would be 
particularly confusing and distractive to the user  On the other hand, using the same 
method for knobs could work out just fine  They do not have to be transparent, 
usually keep the same function and come in smaller quantities 

 Two solenoids, one weight  Various on-screen buttons
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Alphabet scroll

I was trying to solve the problem of how to operate long lists of content, especially 
the phone book and music library  One way to do this is to scroll through the list or 
select a letter from the alphabet  The problem here is that the user has to look at the 
screen to scroll to the desired letter, and that is exactly what has to be avoided during 
driving  But could there be a precise haptic feedback for every scrolled letter? Does 
the brain subconsciously count the letters to get a rough location in the alphabet?

For this test,  I used a soft potentiometer ribbon to mimic a touch screen and a 
solenoid at the back of a plastic panel  I used a solenoid instead of vibrating motors 
because it can provide a clearly distinct haptic feedback between two consecutive 
steps, even at fast scrolling through the list 

I tested this interaction and feedback by giving the testers a random letter from the 
alphabet that they should select without looking at the screen or area of interaction  
The letters were shown on the screen via Arduino’s serial monitor  Most of the time 
the users came one to two letters close to the target letter, which was a pleasant 
surprise  On a few occasions,  they even hit the target letter, while the worst result 
was three letter off 

Such an interaction would significantly decrease glance time at the screen since 
it would only require it at the very end of the interaction for adjusting in case the 
selected letter was not the desired one, but the one close by 

One thing that tester mentioned what that they were drifting off the ribbon since 
they had to be looking away  This will have to be addressed in the final design  
It would also be nice to have the time and make a quantitative study to have a 
foundation for these claims 

 User testing in progress

 Potentiometer and a stream of letters
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Directional vibrations

I was wondering if it is possible to feel the direction of the next turn in navigation 
by feeling the direction in which a vibration is travelling  To test this, I used six 
vibrating disk motors, arranged them into a line and made them vibrate one after 
the other in one direction  I put a piece of 6 mm MDF on top to simulate an actual 
screen and tried to feel the direction in which the vibration was travelling  Although 
I knew the direction - because I programmed it - it was impossible for me to 
distinguish, either by touching the surface of the MDF with the tip of the finger or 
by putting the whole finger on the surface  Only when the vibrating motors were 
in direct contact with the skin, it was possible to feel the direction in which the 
vibration was travelling  Two different vibrating methods were used, but none had 
an advantage  In the first version,  only one motor was vibrating at one time  In the 
second, there was an overlap between two consecutive motors, which should have 
created a smoother transition while the vibration was “travelling”  Both methods 
were tried with 25, 50 and 100 ms time intervals per motor  The distance between 
motors was consistent at approximately 1 mm over all tests 

After the test was over, I remembered something I already knew  The hardness of 
a material has a great effect on the propagation of vibrations  If the material is hard 
and stiff, the vibrations are going to propagate equally through the material making 
the whole piece of material vibrate  Softer materials on the other hand absorb and 
therefore restrict the vibration to the area of origin  But since displays are made out 
of stiff materials, this insight does not affect the test outcome  Such a feedback could 
be useful if the vibration motors is incorporated into the seat belt 

Identifying functions by their shapes

Tactus technology already makes it possible to create reliefs on a display, but for 
now they all have the same round shape  But what if the reliefs could have different 
shapes, would it be possible to identify a function only by the outline of its shape?

Navigation and media control functions, of different shape complexities and sizes, 
with a thickness of 3 mm were used  The first tester already identified major flaw 
with the execution of the test itself  All the shapes had sharp edges, which made the 
finger numb to sensations after a while, the shapes were to small, and the wasteful 
use of hot-glue was mistaken for the shapes and added to the confusion  The 
negative shapes were a bit easier to identify because the finger was being guided 
along the shape  There was not enough time in the project to redo this test in a 
proper manner 

All the code, from mentioned haptic explorations, can be found in Appendix 11 

Vibrational direction 
simulator

Tested shapes
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Final concept

Taking in account everything I have learned and tested in the project to this point, I 
can make a pretty good assessment about the problems that need solving and the best 
way to do so 

Haptics

There are no universal technical solutions to stimulate the whole spectrum of 
properties we are able to feel through the sense of touch  This means that there have 
to be different technologies working together to deliver these sensations 

The haptic feedback for the climate control in forms of heat, air flow and angle, 
worked particularly well, and I would be silly not to use it  The solenoid worked very 
good for giving feedback while scrolling through lists (alphabet) 

The most important effect I tried to achieve was to incorporate haptics that require 
only a minimum amount of cognitive attention and which do not have to be learned  
They had to resemble properties that we perceive in everyday life without thinking 
about them 

Knobs

When I started working on the layout with the knobs I did not have access to the 
laser cutter  Therefore, I tried to find any object that would at least resemble a knob, 
to try out some layouts  The closest thing were plastic bottle caps, and they were the 
perfect size  Nearly 30 mm in diameter, 12 to 15 mm high and with ridges enabling 
a firm 3 or 4 finger grip  There was also enough spacing between the knobs for the 
chosen 10” 16:10 screen 

The next step was to draw and cut out knobs of different shapes and sizes, and 
put them to the test  Everything from ordinary circles, to circles with flat edges, 
pentagons, hexagons, octagons and other shapes  Most of the knobs had a height 
of 12 mm (2 layers of 6 mm MDF) while some were 18 mm  The circles were least 

enjoyable or functional to use, mainly because they had no ridges or other forms that 
would improve the grip  Circles with one flat edge were interesting because it was 
possible to feel the direction they were pointing towards  Surprisingly, the hexagons 
gave the best feeling, when turning and the best grip  This was due to the perfect size 
of each side of the hexagon that could neatly accommodate each of the four fingers 
grabbing it, at any given time  Another benefit was the turning angle of 60º for each 
step, which is roughly the amount fingers can turn the knob, without turning the 
wrist 

 Knobs of various 
 shapes and sizes
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Layout

Most of the current screen based in-car interfaces work on a “one function per 
screen” model  This means that only one function can be used at a time, and only one 
kind of information is visible  This means that the driver can not see the navigation 
while looking for a song in the music library, for example 

That is why I tried a different approach in having all the basic, most used functions 
(navigation, music, phone, climate control) on the screen at the same time  This 
could get a bit crowded that is why only one function is “expanded” at a time while 
the others continue to provide only vital information and basic functionality  This 
way the driver can still see turn-by-turn navigation and change the music track while 
browsing through the phone book  Changing between “expanded” functions is as 
simple as touching them anywhere (except of the areas that are reserved for other 
interactions)  The whole interface is designed so that it does not require any back or 
close buttons 

The layout changes, but the overall graphic environment stays the same  Therefore, 
the user does not have to encounter and interpret a completely new graphic 
environment when another feature is selected as this is the case with existing 
interfaces 

What the most basic functions are including the things that drivers are  looking at or 
interested in, were decided in the research phase  There was no chance in the project 
to observe users while driving  But my research results were confirmed by someone 
who  did such a study 

Navigation expanded Music expanded

Call history expanded
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User testing

I conducted the test with little to no prior explanation of how the interface works 
and let the testers figure it out all by themselves  None of the four testers had any 
notable issues while testing, but it was interesting that they found three different 
ways how to add a song to a playlist  The only thing they had problems with was 
setting the volume for other functions than music because it is uncommon that a 
volume knob can be moved  But once they knew it was movable, they immediately 
understood how to change the volume for any function  The general impression the 
testers had of the interface was highly positive 

Usually I conduct usability tests the old-school Jacob Nielsen way with 7 testers 
(when there are no costs involved) because testers tend to find 80% of all the 
problems (Nngroup, 1995)  But this time it was not necessary to test any further 
since none of the four testers encountered problems 

 User testing in progress Paper and bottle cap mock-up
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A typical use scenario

John D  has owned his car for a year now  He uses it a lot because he has to meet a 
lot with clients from his company  He rather uses his own car, than the company 
car, because he can sometimes drive straight home from meetings and it is also more 
comfortable for him 

He enters the car and puts his smart phone into the phone slot  From there on, 
the phone acts as a connectivity hub and also prevents him, from writing SMS and 
doing other things on it while driving  The phone already knows the destination of 
today’s meeting, because it was in the calendar  It calculates the route, checks traffic 
conditions and notifies him that he will arrive at the destination 20 minutes before 
the meeting starts 

As he starts driving, all the settings and additional options become disabled  It 
is early spring and sunny, so he did not bring a jacket  Although the learning 
thermostat knows quite well by now what temperatures he prefers, John is a bit cold 
at the moment  He changes the temperature, increases the ventilation and directs it 
towards his feet, all without looking at the controls  He changes the music track and 
adds another one to the “Up next“ playlist  Then he has to call his coworker to ask if 
he is already on his way  John scrolls through the contacts using the alphabet, again 
without looking, misses the desired letter by one, adjusts, finds his coworker and 
starts the call  Because he can barely hear his coworker, he takes the volume knob 
positions it somewhere on the “call application” and turns it up  Then he touches the 
navigation to expand the map view and after a minute he hangs up 

Then he tries to find a specific song  He gets a bit to engaged in the task and looks at 
the screen for more than a second, the systems notices this and displays a warning on 
the top of the screen, urging him to look back at the road  After a kilometer, he starts 
approaching a busy intersection that does not have any street lights  As he enters 
the intersections he gets a call, but the systems notices that he is in a cognitively 
demanding situation and puts the ringing on silent, before it even starts  After he is 
through the intersections, the system turns the ringing back on so that he can answer 
the call  He arrives at the destination safely and on time 

Visual inspiration

Current car interfaces come with a lot of unnecessary visual clutter and usually in the 
same ugly shade of blue  Because clutter obstructs easy and fast acquisition of icons 
and text elements, I decided to  use  only the most essential graphics  On the next 
two pages are a few visual inspirations for a bright and  dark, so called “Flat UI’s” 

Same shade of blue
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Final Design

The aggregation of information, idea generation and decisions made along the way 
have lead to this final design  The direction I was going for was “Simplicity and 
Delight of use“ because it is not enough for and interface to  complete only a utilitarian 
function  It must do so in the most pleasant way possible, in a way that does not ruin 
the users day and where an interaction does not start with a sigh 

The decision about fonts was not as hard as usual because there is a limited set of fonts 
that are recommend to be used in car interfaces, which I received from the company 
(MIT, 2012)  From the limited list,  I picked four fonts and in the end decided for 
Felbridge OTS, because of its unique fitting character and good readability  The other 
contestants were: Avenir Next LT Com, Eleven and Tipperary 

For showing the affordances and interaction areas clearly, the screen would use  
microfluidics technology similar to the Tactus  They would be identifiable by the 
shape of the function they trigger  This way the user would know where to touch the 
screen, without looking at it the whole time of the interaction  As mentioned many 
times already, each climate control knob would have its own haptic feedback when 
turning or tilting, and additional button functionality on the front face of them  The 
whole interface would be completely customisable, from the (vertical) positions of 
the individual functions, to the position of the physical knobs  Although it would be 
recommended that the climate control knobs stay at the bottom edge of the screen, so 
they do not obstruct to much of the other content 

Technology in consumer electronics and on the Internet are changing at a faster 
rate than people are buying new cars  This means that the technology in their cars 
becomes outdated relatively quickly  Therefore, it makes sense to give users the option 
to use their own applications, instead of the ones provided by the manufacturer, be 
it not updated maps or a dead music streaming services  The best way to do this is 
to use an open VNC standard to share the screen of a mobile device into the space 
where the map function was before (this would work the same way for music and 
call applications)  The key here is to make it open, so that a developer can still make 
something work in an older model of a car, long after the manufacturer has stopped 
supporting new devices 

 Inspirational graphic
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Outside, inside temperature and time

Phone book, call history, dial pad 

Climate control with physical knobs 
for temperature, ventilation and air 
flow direction 

Expanded navigation
Turn-by-turn navigation; on top 
Map with highlighted path; below

Collapsed music player,
With physical movable volume knob
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Driving mode

While driving, the driver can operate only 
the most basic functions, without additional 
settings 

When the car stops for more than a few 
seconds or when the passenger is touching the 
screen, additional setting for each function 
appear on the right  On the top, icons for 
global settings and other functions (browser, 
apps), become available 

By touching the right side of the screen or by 
swiping from the right edge, the settings for 
each individual function show up 

To go back to the function itself, the user 
needs to touch the left side of the screen or 
swipe from the left edge 

Stop mode with 
settings option

Transition to 
navigation settings

Navigation settings
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Navigation expanded

When the user touches the music function 
anywhere (except play button and previous/
next track), the function will expand  

The animation shows how one function 
collapses, while the other expands 

Animation is still going on  But when 
implemented, this should take less than 200 
milliseconds  

The expanded music function shows the last 
state it was in, before it was collapsed 

Navigation collapses
while...

...music expands Music expanded
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Volume knob

A number for the volume setting shows up when the 
volume is being changed, because some users like to 
see an exact value 

The function of the volume knob depends on the 
position of it  If the user positions it in the area of the 
music player, it controls the volume of the music, same 
goes for navigation, call and ringtone volume  The 
knob can also move on its own, since the interface has 
different layouts 

The user can chose freely where it is most comfortable 
for him or her to have the volume knob  The interface 
is flexible and adjusts itself, so that no graphic element 
is covered by the knob 

One knob to control 
them all

Customisable position
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Renders of the first iteration
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Second iteration of graphic explorations Refined graphic and colour explorations

* This is only one-fourth off all the tried out colour combinations 
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Building the prototype

From the first days of the project, I was determined to build a working prototype 
of whatever I would come up during the project  I started planning for the building 
phase while I was still in research and ordered parts a soon as I made a decision   I 
was aware that there is a high likelihood that I will use a tablet, which will have to 
communicate and interact with the physical world  In the beginning,  I was trying to 
make it work with an Arduino and Processing running on a Windows 7 tablet  But 
there were problems with getting multi-touch to work in Processing on that tablet 

Later in the project I received an Android Nexus 10 tablet from the company  The 
logical way to do this was to use a special AndroidADK Arduino with it, but at 
that point in the project there was no time to learn something new from scratch  
Therefore, I decided for a hacking approach  Android tablets accept keyboards and 
mice as USB input  The Arduino Leonardo can mimic a keyboard, and this can 
establish a stable serial communication link with the Adobe AIR application that I 
created for the Android tablet (with keyboard event listeners on the other end)  This 
enabled the tablet to receive values from physical knobs  The communication back 
from the tablet to the physical world was a bit trickier  There were three different 
triggers required for the three different types of actuation  Here, I decided to use 
two photocell resistors attached to the screen  When a small designated area on 
the screen turns from black to white it emits enough light to trigger the photocell  
Triggering each individually or both at once gives three different triggers 

The plan was to make the prototype work, and in order to consider all the haptics, 
actuations, electronic component shapes and sizes, I had to model every piece from 
scratch  The trickiest part was to make all the knobs tilt and turn with discrete 
steps or indents  Since the most optimal shape and size of the knobs was already 
determined, it was a bit problematic to find electronic components that would fit 
into them  Most of the time I had to work with components that were available to 
me in the interaction workshop 

First working connection

Modelling the mechanics 
inside the volume knob
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All in all, there are four iterations of the prototype in existence  The first one had 
many flaws, mechanically and electrically  The second iteration was working, but not 
completely and still had many bugs  This version was presented at the examination  
The third iteration was made much sturdier, and many of the bugs were fixed, it 
was good enough to put it on display and demo it at the exhibition  The fourth 
iteration did not receive any mechanical changes, but all the features were made fully 
functional, all the bugs fixed, and electrical wiring made permanent and easy to set 
up  This version was made for the company 

Second iterationFirst iteration
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Third and fourth iteration Videos about the project will be available on the following links from 
the end of July 2013:

Haptic prototypes: https://vimeo com/mihafeus/hapticprototypes
Presentation video: https://vimeo com/mihafeus/hapticdrive

https://vimeo.com/mihafeus/hapticprototypes
https://vimeo.com/mihafeus/hapticdrive
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5 Reflections
I was very satisfied with the research phase of the project because it was well 
structured due to limited time in Berlin  I also got a lot of ideas, because of being in a 
new environment 

The ideation phase, on the other hand, was all about getting from one stuck situation 
to the other  The lack of fresh input made me stagnate  I did not do “research“ or 
read through any kind of material anymore  More than half of my ideas are from the 
research phase anyway, because of the fresh input all the time  Stopping this and a 
less structured time plan had a devastating effect on the project  I see now that I need 
constant input (research or not) to come up with ideas (makes sense, right?)  Staring 
at a blank wall does not help  This was the most unproductive phase, although it 
should have been quite the opposite 

The building phase was amazing because I finally got to do what I love most  I 
put most of the good ideas to the test and tried to figure out how to build them 
in a simplest possible way while still getting the desired result  I know available 
technologies fairly well, which allowed me to build fast  Prototyping and iterating 
took from a few minutes to maximum two days  Of course,  many ideas did not 
work, but that did not discourage me 

My goal for this project was to find a way to actuate the content on a display  
Since cars are big compared to mobile devices, I had more freedom in choosing 
the technology and was not limited by the size or weight of the system  Display 
actuation was the holy grail of this project, at least for me personally  I was hoping 
to come up with something much better than I did, something more revolutionary 
for the actuated display technology  Sadly I did not, but I did find the underlying 
technological causes for it and shortcomings in the experience itself  Finding those 
issues created a nice overview of, why we do not have such technologies yet and 
what should be kept in mind while creating them 

My secondary personal goal was to make driving safer so that the interface can be 
operated nearly blindly, by introducing more haptics and by making the interface 
simpler  I am happy with the results for this part  I only wish that I had more time to 
test even more, if not all of my ideas  I had to prioritize, but this also means that only 
the most promising ideas got to be tested 

One thing I put a lot of effort in was not to burn out as I did in the previous project  
I started this project with a slower pace and tried to keep it as steady as possible 
because I knew that it would increase towards the end  Sightseeing in Berlin was a 
pleasant distraction to keep my mind occupied with things besides the project  I slept 
enough and ate well throughout the project, even in the busiest days because I know 
how essential those two things are  The only thing I still have not learned is to take 
breaks  I know that they are beneficial because then I can do more work in fewer 
hours and be more productive, but I just forget to take them 
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Appendix 0
Here is the answer that I received for the question of what are the main issues with 
car interfaces at the moment (except for performance)?

•	 Overall to many functions / no connectivity
•	 Outdated data / no live data
•	 To monolithic, not extensible
•	 In terms of operation    made out of states
•	 No fluid use cases, you are always going from one screen to another
•	 Screen by screen interactions
•	 This true for all, no matter if touchscreen or rotary controlled systems

Other feedback via email: 

“Multi-sensorial framework: not sure how much experience you have in driving 
cars  well, I have quite a bit  The thing with in-car interactions is that everything 
happening on the road is most likely always enough for all our little brains to 
comprehend - independent from the context (city, autobahn, etc)  This will certainly 
change once the vehicles drive by themselves  But so far, the requirement to control 
the car and the driving situation is to keep your eyes on the street at all times  (So no 
Facebook pre-composed messages and shit ) So I believe if you’d create and populate 
a sensorial framework (see, hear, speak, smell, feel) and try to forget the usual HMI 
concepts that are being reused over and over again (dashboard + HMI console + 
HUD/head up display) you could come up with a very unique approach in which 
haptics could be an important and pretty clearly defined field of interaction feedback 
Analog vs  digital and simplicity:

First, I feel - no matter how much emotion we try to put into a GUI - there is an 
urge of the people for something analogue or organic instead of something digital, 
flat (e g  touch screens)  Means: a living and breathing device that informs over it’s 
current status or a output devices with a different or changing surface feel to it could 
be much more attractive for the market and divers than the usual stuff  (I know 
they already tried to bring haptical feedback into the steering wheel as warning 
mechanism )

Secondly, the GUI is not the only thing to be kept simple  Also the growing number 
of user input devices and buttons is a drag  For sure there is a market for alternative 
concepts that make the complexity on the hardware side disappear a little more  
(Huawei is such a company ) So a holistic haptics integration concept could be a 
result for this 

‘Contextuality’: so far the automotive industry is not into contextual thinking or 
dependencies (day-in-a-life style), so if you’d think about an overarching HMI 
concept from a use case-driven service design point of view (commuters, soccer 
moms, service guys, etc ) I’m sure a) there are much less information needed per 
contextual fragment (and more relevant) than there is now and b) the haptical 
feedback could be included more naturally ”

I also received information on what good sizes for graphic elements are  A touch area 
should have a minimum height of 13 mm and text should not be smaller than 4 mm  



Appendix 1
Overall design principles:

•	 The system supports the driver and does not give rise to potentially hazardous 
behaviour by the driver or other road users 

•	 The allocation of driver attention while interacting with system displays 
and controls remains compatible with the attentional demand of the driving 
situation 

•	 The system does not distract or visually entertain the driver 
•	 The system does not present information to the driver which results in 

potentially hazardous behaviour by the driver or other road users 
•	 Interfaces and interface with systems intended to be used in combination by the 

driver while the vehicle is in motion are consistent and compatible 

Installation principles:

•	 The system should be located and securely fitted in accordance with relevant 
regulations, standards and manufacturers instructions for installing the system 
in vehicles 

•	 No part of the system should obstruct the driver’s view of the road scene 
•	 The system should not obstruct vehicle controls and displays required for the 

primary driving task 
•	 Visual displays should be positioned as close as practicable to the driver’s normal 

line of sight 
•	 Visual displays should be designed and installed to avoid glare and reflections 

Information presentation principle:

•	 Visually displayed information presented at any one time by the system should 
be designed such that the driver is able to assimilate the relevant information 
with a few glances which are brief enough not to adversely affect driving 

•	 Internationally and/or nationally agreed standards relating to legibility, 
audibility, icons, symbols, words, acronyms and/or abbreviations should be 
used 

•	 Information relevant to the driving task should be accurate and provided in a 
timely manner 

•	 Information with higher safety relevance should be given higher priority 
•	 System generated sounds, with sound levels that can not be controlled by 

the driver, should not mask audible warnings from within the vehicle or the 
outside 

Interface with displays and controls:

•	 The driver should always be able to keep at least one hand on the steering wheel 
while interacting with the system 

•	 The system should not require long and uninterruptible sequences of manual-
visual interfaces  If the sequence is short, it may be uninterruptible 

•	 The driver should be able to resume an interrupted sequence of interfaces with 
the system at the point of interruption or at another logical point 

•	 The driver should be able to control the pace of interface with the system  
In particular the system should not require the driver to make time-critical 
responses when providing inputs to the system 

•	 System controls should be designed such that they can be operated without 
adverse impact on the primary driving controls 

•	 The driver should have control of the loudness of auditory information where 
there is likelihood of distraction 

•	 The system’s response (e g  feedback, confirmation) following driver input 
should be timely and clearly perceptible 

•	 Systems providing non-safety related dynamic visual information should be 
capable of being switched into a mode where that information is not provided 
to the driver 



System behaviour principles:

•	 While the vehicle is in motion, visual information not related to driving that 
is likely to distract the driver significantly should be automatically disabled, or 
presented in such a way that the driver cannot see it 

•	 The behaviour of the system should not adversely interfere with displays or 
controls required for the primary driving task and for road safety 

•	 System functions not intended to be used by the driver while driving should 
be made impossible to interact with while the vehicle is in motion, or, as a less 
preferred option, clear warnings should be provided against the unintended use 

•	 Information should be presented to the driver about current status, and any 
malfunction within the system that is likely to have an impact on safety 

Here are a few other important words from the document:

Required controls include: accelerator, brake, (clutch, if fitted), steering wheel, gear 
changer, parking brake, horn, light switches, turn indicators, washers and wipers (all 
modes and speeds), hazard flashers, de-mister controls  Required displays include: 
the speedometer, all warning lights, mandatory control labels and mandatory tell-
tales 

Visual displays should be positioned as close as practicable to the driver’s normal 
line of sight  Visual displays should be designed and installed to avoid glare and 
reflections 

In particular for passenger cars it is recommended that displays containing 
information relevant for driving and all displays requiring long sequences of 
interface be placed within approximately 30° downward viewing angle of the driver’s 
normal forward view 

Good example: Easily legible and well structured graphics on a well positioned visual 
display which allows identification of the relevant menu item with one single glance 
of 1 second 

Correctly timed and accurate information reduces uncertainty by giving valid and 
clear answers to questions such as: “What?” “When?” “Where?” “For how long?” 
etc  The requirement of accuracy and timing of information also implies that 
it is necessary for the displayed message to match the driver’s judgement of the 
environment  Therefore, information should not conflict with, for instance, road 
signs  Systems providing ill-timed and/or incorrect information may create safety 
critical driver distraction and frustration 

The driving task requires the driver to continuously monitor the environment to 
select relevant stimuli and to concentrate and focus attention on those stimuli which 
require an adjustment of his/her behaviour  This adjustment depends on which 
action is most suitable for the situation and on the goals and priorities of the driver  
The actions may involve changing speed, changing lane, warning others, etc 

For other driving situations, one hand on the steering wheel is acceptable as long 
as the other hand is immediately available for steering if circumstances demand it  
That leads to the consideration that handheld devices are not recommended for use 
whilst driving  In addition, if one hand must be removed from the steering wheel 
to undertake the interface, the other hand should not simultaneously be needed for 
interface ( e g  for operating fingertip controls) 

Even after a vehicle ceases motion, it is recommended that a time delay of a few 
seconds be included before one of the visual presentation modes covered by this 
principle is activated  This deals, at least partially, with the situation of divided 
attention of the driver in “stop-and-go” traffic conditions 

Required controls include: accelerator, brake, (clutch, if fitted), steering wheel, 
gear changer, parking brake, horn, light switches, turn indicators, washers and 
wipers (all modes and speeds), hazard flashers, de-mister controls 

Required displays include: the speedometer, all warning lights, mandatory control 
labels and mandatory tell-tales 



Appendix 2
•	 Defining Workload in the Context of Driver State Detection and HMI 

Evaluation
•	 Driver behaviour during haptic and visual secondary tasks
•	 Assessing Subjective Response to Haptic Feedback in Automotive Touchscreens
•	 HapTouch and the 2+1 State Model: Potentials of Haptic Feedback on Touch 

Based In-Vehicle Information Systems
•	 Design Space for Driver-based Automotive User Interfaces
•	 The Impact of an Adaptive User Interface on Reducing Driver Distraction
•	 Where to turn my car? Comparison of a Tactile Display and a Conventional Car 

Navigation System under High Load Condition
•	 The Importance of Task Duration and Related Measures in Assessing the 

Distraction Potential of In-Vehicle Tasks
•	 Designing Browsing for In-Car Music Player - Effects of Touch Screen Scrolling 

Techniques, Items Per Page and Screen Orientation on Driver Distraction
•	 Managing in-vehicle distractions - evidence from the Psychological Refractory 

Period paradigm
•	 Evaluating the Distraction Potential of Connected Vehicles

(Auto-ui org, 2013)

Appendix 3
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Appendix 4
Sensors:

•	 Button, switch, tilt switch, IR switch
•	 Potentiometer (rotation, linear), thumb stick
•	 Force sensor resistor (FSR)
•	 Piezo force (velocity) sensor
•	 Rotary encoder
•	 Hall effect (magnet sensor) - 3 different ones
•	 Light, color
•	 Microphone
•	 Thermometer, barometer, humidity sensor
•	 IR or ultrasound distrance sensor
•	 Accelerometer, gyroscope
•	 Pulse sensor
•	 Motion detector (PIR)
•	 Touch (capacitive, resistive)
•	 Strain gage
•	 GPS, Electronic compass
•	 Camera
•	 Leap motion, Kinnect
•	    

Actuator:

•	 180º and continuous servors
•	 DC motors (fast, inaccurate)
•	 Stepper motors (strong, accurate)
•	 Push rods
•	 Pneumatics, hydraulic
•	 Eccentric rotating mass
•	 Piezo vibration
•	 Speaker
•	 Voice coil actuator
•	 Linear resonant actuator
•	 Motorized slider
•	 Muscle wire, nitinol, piezocrystals, shape memory alloy
•	 Solenoid
•	 LED, LCD Screen
•	 Peltier element
•	    



Appendix 5
Accumulated, unstructured resources about haptics

Beyond the five sense organs

In addition to sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing, humans also have awareness 
of balance (equilibrioception), pressure, temperature (thermoception), pain 
(nociception), and motion all of which may involve the coordinated use of multiple 
sensory organs  The sense of balance is maintained by a complex interaction of 
visual inputs, the proprioceptive sensors (which are affected by gravity and stretch 
sensors found in muscles, skin, and joints), the inner ear vestibular system, and the 
central nervous system  Disturbances occurring in any part of the balance system, 
or even within the brain’s integration of inputs, can cause the feeling of dizziness or 
unsteadiness  (Scientificpsychic com, n d )

Kinesthesia is the precise awareness of muscle and joint movement that allows us 
to coordinate our muscles when we walk, talk, and use our hands  It is the sense of 
kinesthesia that enables us to touch the tip of our nose with our eyes closed or to 
know which part of the body we should scratch when we itch  (Scientificpsychic 
com, n d ) 

Simple Haptics

Kinesthetic: force, torque, movement, relative position, angle
Tactile: hardness (pressure), texture (lateral motion), shape, temperature (static 
contact), pain, position, angle, weight (unsupported holding), volume (enclosure), 
exact shape (contour following), air flow  

The mechanoreceptors respond to two major types of stimulation: skin stretch and 
vibration 

Squencing and timing are crucial notions for successful motor control;human actions 
are from predictive models, from motor memory (neural plasticity) and personal 
experience; every movement tends to reflect the combined use of feedforward and 
feedback 

It exposes dexterous manipulation as sensorimotor mechanisms taking place on two 
time scales: 1) anticipatory parameter control derived from past experiences that 
preshape our action/perception, and 2) cognitive/contextual and multisensorial 
inputs to monitor and adjust motor control 

In conclusion, the action perception loop mechanisms and sensorimotor skills can 
be summarized in three large processes: a) the reliance on predictive models (past 
experience, motor memory) to shape initial action and feedforward perceptual 
cues, b) multimodal feedback is constantly monitored for mismatches, and leads 
to corrective measures and sensorimotor memory updates, and c) learning of 
perceptual-motor skills is mostly dependent on repetition and appropriate feedback  
(Moussette, 2012)



Do-It-Yourself Haptics, A Practical Introduction to Haptics for 

Consumer Electronics

Kinesthetic receptors

Golgi tendon organs: measure of force between muscle and tendons
Muscle spindles: measure of position parallel to muscle fibres

Tactile receptors

The tactile modality is perceived through sensory organs distributed in the skin:
•	Thermoreceptors:	changes	in	temperature
•	Mechanoreceptors:	pressure,	vibration,	sliding
•	Nociceptors:	pain

Receptors

Merkel Receptors
slowly adapting
pressure (0-10 Hz)

Meissner Corpuscle
fast adapting
taps (3-50 Hz)

Ruffini Ending
slowly adapting
stretch (0-10 Hz)

Pacini Corpuscle
fast adapting
vibration (100-500 Hz)

(Levesque and Maclean, 2011)

My own thoughts on haptics

Despite all these amazing properties we still don’t have compelling experiences 
including haptics in our interactions with computers and other machines  The only 
thing we have are tiny vibrating motors mocking our mechanorepectors from the 
insides of our mobile devices  But why don’t we have better haptic experiences? For 
one, they are not that easy to build  To get information to the visual and auditorial 
sense all we need to do is push a few electrons around and we know how to do this 
because we’ve been doing it for a few decades now  In order to stimulate our sense of 
touch we need to make those electrons move objects in the physical world and those 
things are messy and difficult to make right now  And they need to move really fast, 
because of the high sensitivity bandwidth of the sense of touch 

The sense of touch is not all about rainbows and unicorns, it also has a few 
downsides  We can only sense things that are at the reach of our hands, literally  
The bandwidth of the information channel is limited  We are able to feel a particular 
thing very precisely, but are unable to feel other sensations at the same time  As an 
example I made a quick experiment with pushing pencils on the skin of the forearm 
and trying to figure out how many they are  Everything above the number four 
becomes undistinguishable and this holds true only if all the pencils were touching 
the skin with the same force  Once, one pencil exercised more pressure on the skin 
than others, the test subject could feel only that one, but not the others  This makes 
conveying complex information quite a problem 

•	 You can’t turn it of like shutting your eyes
•	 You can only focus on one object, no broad context or environment
•	 It’s never absolute always relative
•	 Slow changes are ignored
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Appendix 7
I made a small invitation flyer and Juan helped me with distributing it and inviting 
people  On the day of the workshop,  I prepared some cake, cookies, drinks and 
workshop material (papers, post-its, pens)  I was expecting 6-8 people to attend, but 
in the end 17 people showed up, most likely because it was Friday afternoon  Luckily 
I bought some more cake as a backup 

In the beginning,  I introduced the topic of my project to everyone, to ensure that 
everyone knows what this is all about  First I arraigned them in to five groups, each 
3-4 people and gave them the warm-up task to talk about any future technologies 
that excite them the most, regardless of topic  After 7 minutes of loud discussion,  
each group presented what they talked about 

Before the second task, I wanted to introduce the topic of haptics by asking the 
participants what are all the possible qualities that we can feel with the sense of 
touch  Surprisingly they added two more to my already long list  The question for 
the second task was “What would you like to experience through the sense of touch 
in everyday life?” Again after 7 minutes, they presented their discussions while I was 
filming the answers 

Since I have not expected such a turn-up, the presenting part took much longer  
Therefor I had to improvise and combine the last two tasks into one  The last 
question was “What would you like to see in car interface in the future, haptics or 
not?” After the task everyone ran off because it was time for the 10th anniversary 
party of the company  After the party was over I had to drag everyone back to the 
workshop to present their findings, discuss them and also have a short feedback 
session about some of the ideas I already had 

There are a few things I took from the workshop besides a lot of good ideas  
Presenting always takes longer than expected, even more so if there is no limit to 
the amount of ideas participants can discuss  I stressed a lot about finding the right 
music for the workshop, but I figured that it was not necessary because there was 
already a good vibe in the room  I was not expecting “the big idea” that would solve 
everything, but a got what I expected, a lot of good ideas that pushed me in the right 
direction 

Invitation flyer Fun at the workshop

Preparations for the workshop



Some results from 
the workshop



Appendix 8
Recognition vs. Recall

Few decades ago all of the computer interfaces were command line (CLI)  To operate 
them the users had to memorize the commands and therefore such interfaces were 
based on recall  But then graphic interfaces (GUI) came along where users could see 
the things they were interacting with  Also, the input has shifted away from using 
a keyboard only, towards the use of a pointing device, and the whole metaphor has 
shifted to WIMP and to the field of recognition  Just a few years ago gestural and 
natural user interfaces (NUI) became very popular  While some basic interactions 
were  more intuitive than using a mouse, adding more gestures quickly became a 
problem of discoverability and so we went back from recognition to recall 

But there is a whole other story going on in the car  There, you can not rely on 
recognition because the visual attention has to be focused on the road  But here is the 
tricky part, you can not rely on recall either because the mental attention also has to 
be focused on the road  Luckily we have more than just one sense  The sense of smell 
and taste are not highly useful while driving, but the sense of hearing and especially 
touch could be put to better use  In most cases,  the auditory sense is already occupied 
by listening to music, the radio, traffic announcements or remarks on your driving 
by other passengers in the car 

There is amazingly a lot that people can feel only with their sense of touch; Pressure, 
texture, shape, temperature, pain, position, weight, just to mention a few  But there 
is a catch, the sense of touch has a limited information bandwidth  It is not possible 
to convey the same amount of information in the same fidelity than for the visual or 
auditory sense  Therefore, it is hard to stay in the realm of recognition because there 
are only so many different things that we are able to sense and associate meaning to  
That is why many haptic interfaces are going towards recall, but then the user has to 
remember what two short and a long vibration mean because there is no reference 
from daily life  Although there has been some research done, and it is possible to 
teach people to recognize more than 40 different vibration patterns, but this takes 
too much effort to remember, to be viable for an in-car interface  (Levesque and 
Maclean, 2011)

Appendix 9
A brief rant on the automotive industry

I have noticed a lot of possible opportunities for improvements in in-car interfaces, 
but why is it that they are inherently bad? There are many reasons, but mainly it 
is a problem of the system, it is how this industry operates  There are three main 
selling points for cars: Brand, looks and features  It is the features that level out the 
fastest between different manufacturers  Therefore, they always have to add new 
ones  But every feature needs a button  This was fine until they run out of space for 
them and turned to touch-screens instead  But with long feature lists comes great 
responsibility, nevertheless  Mindlessly following consumer electronics trends might 
not always be the best idea, since touch-screens require constant visual attention 
while interacting  Then again, they do not have much choice since suppliers define 
what is possible with pre-made systems  Every car owner spends 99% of the time 
looking at his or her car from the inside and interacting with it  Therefore, it is about 
time automotive manufacturers start demanding better hardware from suppliers or 
start building their own 

Designers try to do their best, but mostly all they can do is apply lipstick to executive 
requests and engineering carelessness  If the car industry is taking ideas from the 
consumer electronics and tech industry, it could also take the things that made those 
industries great  For example, giving designers an equal seat at the table, letting them 
work closer with engineers and making their opinions count 

I hope that usability will become the next big selling point instead of enormous 
amounts of features that nobody uses  But unless an executive pulls his head out of 
his sitting apparatus or until one manufacturer tries a bold new direction, nothing 
is going to change  No one wants to make bold steps because it is risky  But once 
someone does, everyone else will follow 



Appendix 10
Automatic climate control

Nearly all vehicles currently in production have an “auto” function for climate 
control  Sadly, this means that the climate control system tries to match the 
temperature of the air in the cabin (usually measured at a single point) to the desired 
temperature set by the user  Such a system is just a tiny bit better than setting the 
temperature manually (in some cases even worse)  This is because it completely 
disregards for the temperature the user wants feel in the end, which is a more 
complex thing than just measuring air temperature with one temperature sensor 

The factors that determine how hot or cold we feel in a car are various  They range 
from the outside temperature, inside temperature, the duration we were outside, the 
amount of  clothing, amount of physical activity before we entered the vehicle, state 
of mind, health, the weather (if it is sunny we feel warmer than it  is; when windy 
the other way around) and many other factors 

But would it be possible to make this work? Yes, to a large extent  The vehicle would 
need a few temperature sensors on the outside, to avoid that the sun would shine on 
a just a single sensor and mess with the measured temperature  On the inside of the 
vehicle,  there would also have to be a network of strategically placed sensors  The 
camera that are looking at the driver could also determine what he or she is wearing, 
to add to the equation  Sprinkle a good learning algorithm on top of this and you 
would  have a pretty decent automatic climate control system  At this point,  I have 
to mention the Nest learning thermostat if not someone else will 

Mute warnings

Sometimes, when music is played too loud, auditory warning signals could be 
overheard  Making them louder than the music itself could scare instead of inform  
Would it be possible to use silence as a warning signal in those cases? Whenever 
the driver has to be warned, the music could be set to very quite or to mute, for a 
moment 



Appendix 11
//Code for Various Actuators 
//with resistive touch panel
//Touch panel part of code by Lars Schumann

#define PIN_Y1    14 // analog input 0
#define PIN_X2    15 // analog input 1
#define PIN_Y2    16 // analog input 2
#define PIN_X1    17 // analog input 3
#define PIN_READX  2 // analog input 2
#define PIN_READY  3 // analog input 3

#define vibpin  5
#define solpin  7
#define vibpin2 4

// stores the position from the touchscreen
int posX = 0;
int posY = 0;

boolean touch = true;

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(115200);
  pinMode(vibpin, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(vibpin, LOW);
  pinMode(vibpin2, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(vibpin2, LOW);
  pinMode(solpin, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(solpin, LOW);
}

void loop()
{
  //tone(vibpin, 200);
  // configuration for reading the x value
  pinMode(PIN_Y1, INPUT);
  pinMode(PIN_Y2, INPUT);
  pinMode(PIN_X1, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(PIN_X1, LOW);
  pinMode(PIN_X2, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(PIN_X2, HIGH);

  delay(1);                     // let things settle
  posX = analogRead(PIN_READX); // read the X value

  // configuration for reading the y value
  pinMode(PIN_X1, INPUT);
  pinMode(PIN_X2, INPUT);
  pinMode(PIN_Y2, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(PIN_Y2, LOW);
  pinMode(PIN_Y1, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(PIN_Y1, HIGH);
  delay(1);                     // let things settle
  posY = analogRead(PIN_READY); // read the Y value

  //Sends trigger “1“ to Processing to play sound
  if((posX>260)&&(posX<290)&&touch==true){
    if((posY>260)&&(posY<320)){
      Serial.println(“1”);
      tone(vibpin, 120, 100);
      delay(100);
      Serial.println(“0”);
      touch = false;
      
    }
  }
  else{
    digitalWrite(vibpin, LOW);
  };
  
    //vibrating motor2
  if((posX>120)&&(posX<150)&&touch==true){
    if((posY>380)&&(posY<420)){
     // Serial.println(“-----------------”);
      digitalWrite(vibpin2, HIGH);
      delay(100);
      touch = false;
      digitalWrite(vibpin2, LOW);
    }
  }
  else{
    digitalWrite(vibpin2, LOW);
  };

 //solenoid
  if((posX>350)&&(posX<390)&&touch==true){
    if((posY>170)&&(posY<210)){
     // Serial.println(“-----------------”);
      digitalWrite(solpin, HIGH);
      delay(100);
      touch = false;
      digitalWrite(solpin, LOW);
    }
  }
  else{
    digitalWrite(solpin, LOW);
  };

  if(posX==0&&posY==0){
    touch = true;
  }
  delay(18);                   
}



//Directional vibration

int del = 50;

void setup() {
  pinMode(2, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(3, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(4, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(7, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(2, 0);
  digitalWrite(3, 0);
  digitalWrite(4, 0);
  digitalWrite(5, 0);
  digitalWrite(6, 0);
  digitalWrite(7, 0);
}

void loop() {
  digitalWrite(7, 1);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(6, 1);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(7, 0);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(5, 1);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(6, 0);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(4, 1);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(5, 0);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(3, 1);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(4, 0);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(2, 1);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(3, 0);
  delay(del);
  digitalWrite(2, 0);
  delay(2000);
}

//Double solenoid action

int val=20;
int pres=0;
boolean trig=false;

void setup() {
  pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
  digitalWrite(5,0);
  digitalWrite(6,0);
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() {
  pres=analogRead(0);
  Serial.println(pres);
  if(pres>500 && trig == false){
    digitalWrite(5,1);
    delay(val);
    digitalWrite(5,0);
    digitalWrite(6,1);
    delay(val);
    digitalWrite(6,0);
   
    trig=true;
  };
  if(pres<200){
    trig=false;
  };
}

//Alphabet scroll

int del = 100;
int val;
int oldval;
char letter;

void setup() {

  pinMode(7, OUTPUT);

  digitalWrite(7, 0);
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() {

  val = analogRead(0)/9;

  if((val%4==0) && (val!=0) && (val!=oldval))
{
    digitalWrite(7, 1);

    delay(50);
    digitalWrite(7, 0);

    oldval = val;

    letter = val/4+63;
    Serial.println(letter);
  }

}
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